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term “garbage village” wasn’t coined by environmentalists. The colloquial term has been used to describe
the very real and growing crisis that’s taking place in the world’s sewer systems. In the UK, water company

Thames Water has been fined £9m for allowing polluted water to flow through its sewer system, killing
thousands of sea birds a year. Getty Image Coastal stretch from Grimsby to Boston in Lincolnshire has
been subject to regular flooding for the past 18 months. This is likely to have been caused by a lack of

infrastructure funding by the government. Thames Water insists it has now fixed the problem but many of
the marine visitors are not so convinced. The company has one of the biggest fleets of sailing craft to

navigate the waves of the North Sea. The problem is that the bodies of water it uses are being filled with
untreated sewage. This problem is known as “grey water” pollution. Over the years, it has become normal

to think of rivers as clean. We take it as granted that rivers are filtered by all sorts of plants and other
natural processes. Thames Water The result of this is that grey water, which contains bacteria, pesticides
and fertilisers is allowed to run through its sewer system. The company’s wastewater treatment works are

designed to remove heavy metals and nitrogen. But the results aren’t always reliable and the company
has been paying out large sums of money to clean up the problem of its sewage. There are around 10

million sewers in the UK and they often take place of a town or city. Often they are unlit and hard to find.
"We don't know where they are and most people we never hear about them. We're not even sure they

know how to find them." The problem isn’t just with environmental groups either. “Wast
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